Dissociable top-down anticipatory neural states for different linguistic dimensions.
When preparing to perform a task, the brain settles into task-set states which are relevant for the selection of the appropriate task-rules and stimulus-response mappings. The way this selection takes place within the Language domain is not well understood. We used high-density electrophysiological recordings while participants were engaged in a task in which cues directed their attention to the orthography, phonology or semantics of upcoming target words (or to the shape of novel symbols). To study the specificity of the brain preparatory states to different goals within the language domain, we contrasted the topographical maps associated with the cues for these different tasks, and explored whether the need of task-set reconfiguration modulated this preparatory activity. As a complement to the topographical analyses, we compared the amplitude of the cue-locked ERPs across task conditions. The topographical maps differed only at the end of the epoch. During this time window, each task-cue generated distinct topographical activity, which was also different depending on whether it involved a switch in task-set or not. These results suggest that, when the time of target onset approaches, the generators of anticipatory-biasing brain states for different language tasks vary depending on the nature of the task.